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BSU not only school
to look at condoms
Ass.o·e·iati·.o·n·.··.·prQm·()t~s
entrepreneurial spirit
by Jonl Lynn Arrowood
Vie University News
On Nov. 11and 12, BSU students will
vote on whether they' think condom
machines should be placed on the
campus.
_ ASBSU President Perry Waddell said
students will be asked if they feel it ap-
propriate for machines to be placed in
the Health Center, residence halls
and/orthe Student Union. Each loca-
tion will be voted on separately.
If the students vote in favor of the
machines, the ASBSU Senate will work
toward getting the machines on campus.
The student support will help when the
issue is presented to the university's ad-
ministration, ASBSU Sen. Ron Craig
said.
If the students do not support the in-
stallation of the machines, the issue will
be dropped and energies will be focus-'
ed elsewhere, Waddell said.
BSU is not the only institution in
Idaho debating this issue. ISU is in the
process of developing a survey to be
distributed to the students asking their
opinion on campus condom machines.
ASISU President Corey Blaker said
the administration was in favor of the
machines. He said they were not try-
ing to promote casual sex, but were
recognizing that college students are
having sex and wanting to 'provide the
best protection against the spread of
AIDS.
Donna Knapple of BSU's Student
Health Center said condoms are not the
by StCVI! F. Lyon
VIC University News
Big things can come from small
ideas-at least that's the philosophy
behind BSU's Entrepreneurial
Association.
. The association's aims are to promote
the spirit of entrepreneurship, and the
implemeritation of new ideas ,in
business and the community and to pro-
mote interaction among .Iocal en-
.trepreneurs, according to Bong Shin,
adviser to the association and chairman
of the management department.
"Students can learn from
businesspeople;and, in turn, they can
help when you have a good idea about
howto start up businesses. We like to
promote that relationship," Shin said.
Ann Peterson, president; of the
association, said the group formed to
support the 'management/en-
trepreneurial major. The association is
open to the community and local
businesses .
. It also is affiliated with the Associa-
tion of Collegiate Entrepreneurs. Peter-
. son' said' the group reached the base
'membership this fall, and approximate-
final answer. She said condoms are not
always used properly and, without pro-
per instruction, they will not prevent the
spread of AIDS .
."It's not the condoms that will pre-
vent the spread of AIDS but their own
knowledge," she said.
Blaker said the U of I also was cur-
rently .debating the issue. They are
discussing handing out packages at
registration that would.include an AIDS
brochure and a condom, but final deci-
sions have not been made yet, Waddell
said.
Blaker said Eastern Washhigton
University already has placed the
machines on campus. They are having
trouble with. vandalism, and the
machines are being torn down, he said.
Washington State University student
Mark Ermi said the university was con-
sidering the machines and already has
priced'. various models; however, he
said,there are mixed opinions within
the student body and the community.
Errni said concern was centered on
preventing the spread of AIDS and
other diseases, not on the promotion of
casual sex among college students.
Pinaldecisions on the machines have
not been made, he said.
If BSU students vote in favor of plac-
ing the machines in residence balls, the
final decision whether or 1I0tto install
the machines' will be made by hall
residents, Waddell said.
Until the votes are in, President John
Keiser and the ASBSU Senate will wait
to make any decisions, Waddell said.
ly 25 people are involved.
According to Shin, there is a
misconception about whatentren-
prenuers are. Real elltreprenuers are not
garnblers.. Shin said; they take a
calculated risk.
"Entrepreneurs have the trait of be-
ing self-achievers who tend to be rather
creative and who do not like to work
in large organizational settings, .. · he
said.
Peterson said she involved herself-in
the organization because she has her
own business ideas.
"I'm interested in opening my own
business. I've been working in the cor-
porate world for three years, and I'm
not impressed," she said ..
The founder of Chicago Connection
Pizza, Ed Jenkins, will address the
organization Nov. 12. in the Student
. Union's Lookout Room at 6:30 p.m.
The public. is welcome. .
Peterson said Jenkins started. his
business right here in Boise, and local
entreprenuers will be able to hear that
story.
"He's made his million," Peterson
said.
Costs escalate
Unlon clean-up tops $1mllllon
By Bonnie Dibble
The University News
the Student Union, he said.
BSU buildings, like many state
buildings, are insured under the state's
Department of Administration Bureau
of Risk Management. Ed' Fridenstine
of the Bureau said, "Initial inquiry led
us to believe that (the BSUlosses) don't
affect it (the state's insurance rates) if
there are no other big losses" before
July I, the end of the insurance year.
The state pays the first $100,000, with
losses above that covered by insurance,
Fridenstine said. Four insurance com-
panies cover the first $5 million of in-
surance. Altogether, the state's buildings
are insured for up to $100 million, he
said: These include the Capitol,the
Health ahd Welfare buildings and' the
penitentiary ..'
The onIyothermajor loss suffered
bythe state so far.this year was $75,000
at theU of I. Inthe previous two years,
fewclaims have been recorded state-
wide, Fridenstine~id.
conditioning were affected, Blaesing
said. The building ventilation system
had carried soot and ash throughout the
building, so the entire building had to
be cleaned, he said.
Carpets, dead air spaces, ductwork
and fan housings had to be cleaned or
scaled, Blaesing said. To seal ducts,
vents were fitted with special filters,
and chemicals, which sealed the soot
to the walls of the ducts, were injected
into the ductwork. In the recreation
center, some ceiling tiles had. to •be
replaced, he said.
The initial clean-up was done by.BSU
custodians and the bookstore and food-
service. staffs, BSU Physical Plant
employees did some of the carpet clean-
ing, Blaesing said: -
With work nearlycompleted.Blaes-
ing said; the $J.2S million cost estimate
is more. accurate. In addition to restqr-
ing the Student Union, the insurance
carrierwillcover the replacement of.
bookstore inVentory and the revenue
losses sufferedby businesseslocated in.
Costs of restoring the Student Union
after smoke and ash damage caused by
the September fire climbed from an
original estimate of between $300,000
and $500,000 to $1.25 million, Student :
Union DireetorGreg Blaesing said. '
The restoration was handled by the
insurance company, and it was the in-
surance adjustor who decided what
would be done, Blaesing said. The
original estimate was made by the in-
surancecompany's adjustors at the
scene of the fire.
After the original estimate was made,
Haztraan was hired to oversee the pro-
ject, Blaesing said. Haz.traa~and. the
.BSU Bookstore and .Student Union
staffs then identified what needed to be
cleaned orreplacedrhe said., .
The bookstore suffered significant in-
ventory. loss and. book. pamage, "and
throughout . the. building' telephones,
plumbing, beating.ventilatlon and air .
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ASBSU candidates speak out on election lssues .
by Paul Bouffard John Vi. Hibbard a business The candidates had different ex- 'the Financial Advisory Board. He has .. Reed.said, '~a student represen-
• The University News management major, said parking areas periences, which they said qualifies been involved with !Un?-raising for tativ~, it's important to conc.entrate. on
should have betterJighting. "We need them for the position of AsBSU many charitableorgarnza~ons, and cur- the VIews of the students. It ISalso im-
better parking and more lighting on . senator. rentlyis the senate presldent pro ~m- po~t, ~ ~ studen!~10 become lnvolv-
campus, especially around the Special Scheffer said she is member of the pore of the Idaho State IntercollegIate ed .10 d~ls~?n-m~mg processes at the
Events Center," he said. student chapter. of the Snake River Legislature. umversity; ,
..Eric Rossman, a finance major, said Alliance, and she is "very active in Hopkins is a former ASBSU El~tion Stangal said, "I Wouldn't change my
he believes the hick of adequate park- local politics." She currently holds two Board chairman and currently IS an opimon to conform to those of other
ing facilities on campus is the most im- seats or. university-wide committees; ASBSU senator:at-Iarge, he said. senators."·
portant issue of the campaign.. ' she said. Harris said he took first place in ~e .Hibbard said, '~Iwould like to work
Les Harris, a social science/secon- Rogers said he is the assistant presi- legislative forum for three consecutive With ~e Senate rather th~ try to rear-
dary education major, said "the lack of dent pro tempore of the Senate and a years while in. high school. "I have ~nge)t. The way I see It-the Senate
good parking facilties and the improve- former ASBSU justice, as well as be- leadership qualities from management IS a wheel, and Iwould like to fit as
ment of our existing parking facilties : ing the current treasurer' .of BSU's positions that I've held," he said. a cog on that wheel."
are important issues." He also said pro- Political Science Association. . Stangal.said he has. no previous ex- . Rossman sa~d. "There is room for
blems dealing with bicycle traffic on Hibbard was involved with debating perience in student government, but "I Improvement 10 the Senate, and I see
campus need to be addressed, adding while in high school. Although he has would like to familiarize myself with the more student involvement as a starting
that excess traffic in the main areas of no previous legislative experience, he main issues confronting the students at point for that improvement."
campus needs to be eliminated. said, he is familiar with parliamentary BSU, " he said. Harris said, "I would like to see more
Robert Hopkins, an incumbent procedures. The candidates named many different entertainrnent-oriented activities on
senator and a finance and economics' Rossman also has no previous goals as their primary objectives should campus. Movies are all right, but we
major, said an important issue is that legislative experience, but, he said, his they be elected. need more of a variety." .-
student funds not be spent on groups three years ..at BSU have made him .Rogers said, "I would hope that I Craig said.: "Students could have
which "only serve their (the group's) aware of the problems and issues fac- would' be better able to effectively more voice in campus affairs and in the
own interests." Student funds, he said, ing student government. represent students and voice the wishes state legislature. Progress has been
should be spent on "groups that serve Reed has no previous student govern- .and desires of clubs and organizations made in that direction, but more could
the student body." . ment experience at the university level, to ASBSU, and personally, that would be done." . .
Sen. D. Raymond Rogers, all inter- but, he said, he was the student body make me a more involved student." Three senatorial candidates, Julie M.
national relations major, also is runn-' president of his high school. Because Hopkins said, "as an ASBSU Newman, Carolyn Parisot and Sen.
ing for re-election. He said, "there will he has. many traditional and non- Senator, I hope to get a more thorough Rebecca Ford, were unavailable for
be more complaints as far as parking traditional student friends at the univer- understanding of how students think, comment at press time.
is concerned." Future planning of cam- sity, he said, "I'm aware of the entire and we need more student participa- Polls will be located in the Library,
pus expansion needs to be addressed spectrum of the views of the students tion." the Student Union and the Education,
when parking problems are studied, he at BSU." Scheffer said, "Senate members need Business and Vo-Tech Buildings.
said. . Craig said he is a former member of to interact with students."
N.ow thatyouve gotten into I
BOISeState, IBM can1.Ielp you
get more out of It.
On Nov. 11and U, BSU students will
vote to fill seven ASBSU Senate posi-
tions; The 12 candidates held different
views as to what are the. most impor-
, tant issues facing the Senate.
Some of the candiates said they were
unsure where" condom vending ,
-~ machines should be placed if a student
consensus, supporting the installation
of the machines, is reached.
Todd Reed. a political science major,
said, "condoms on campus is a serious
problem. Some students are offended
by them, and some students need acess
to them." He added that students
should be allowed to resolve the issue.
Incumbent Karen Scheffer said she
believes condoms should be available
only in the Health Center.
Brian Stangal, an accounting and
mathematicsmajor, said, "if condoms
are available in the Student Union and
in residence halls, jokesters could get
ahold of them and make trouble."
Incumbent Ron Craig, a psychology
major, said the Senate should carry out
students' wishes in regard. to whether
vending machines should be placed on
campus.
Many of the senaiorial candidates
mentioned the need for more and im-
proved parking facilties.
Gifts, jewelry,cards, .magazines,
posters, housewares. and assorted
twentieth-century items of interest.
All this and an espresso bar,
The road'to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
To ~ase that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional
abilities, we suggest the newest member
of the IBM" Personal System 12" family:
the Model 25 Collegiate.
It's a high-powered personal compu-
ter with advanced graphics capabilities, .
designed to fit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
a generous 640 KB memory, two 3.5"
diskette drives and an aid package every .
student can appreciate - a big discount,
plus Microsoft" Windows 1.04, m-ite, Paint,
Cardfile, IBMDOS 3.3 and a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
you write and revise long papers and
illustrate your points by combining
words and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work. ' .
fur more information on the Model
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Educatio~
Product Coordinator on campus.
You'llquickly learn how tq get the
most outofthe IBM Personal === =0>
..System!') 1.::.i"E.;.-. --_.-
HOURS
M·F 7am-7pm
Sat 9am-7pm
Sun 9am-5pm
Microsoft is a registered trademark of the MicrOsoft Corporation. IBM isa regiSI~red tri'demark and Personal Systemf2 is II trad~mark '
of the InternationalBusinessMathin~~ation. C IBM 1987.
1101 W. Idaho St.
Boise, Idaho
83702
20a-344-5383
c_o_n_t_em_._po_ra_ry_G_I_ft_S_&_E_S_p_re_s_so_· _B_a ...r ....J~
USE OUR
WASH/DRY/FOLD
SERVICE
AND lEAVE US
DROP-OFF~HOLDINGTHE BAG
..••. ...........••..TryDuds 'n Suds Wash/
Dry/Fold ServiCeonce
and you'll shake the
laundry blues forever.
Bring in your dirtYduds
in a bag, basket or box
and we'll have them
washed, dried, folded
and ready to pick up
within 24·hours. Eco·
nomicalrates by the
pound. So do yourself
afavor.Just drop it.:.at
Duds 'n Suds.
I
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Students flaunt rubber use
(CPS)-Admillistrators at Denver's,
Loretto Heights College, until recent-
ly a Catholic women's school, said they
were horrified last week by their
students' anti-AIDS zeal,
Apparently trying to be helpful,
students painted "Loretto Heights
College students practice safe sex,
They use condoms" on a billboard
situated on a busy street that usually
advertises campus theater product-
ions.
"It was just not something .you
"want hanging out in front of a cam-
pus," according to college official
Bob Kennedy, who had the sign
whitewashed until a new theater ad
could be put in its place.
The new ad, as it turned out, was
for a production of "The Odd
Couple."
Spuds ca':lse campus stink
(CPS)-On the same day the Potato
Association named University of
North Dakota student Wanda Jo
Dahlen, 19, as its 1987 Miss Potato
Bowl USA Queen, the UND campus
was covered by a noxious odor that,
as it happened, emanated from a
potato processing plant just north of
the university campus in Grand
Forks,
The LR, Simplot Co., which owns
the plant, apologized for the smell-
which prompted many calls to the
public. health department-but said
a mechanical waste treatment failure
that had caused the odor had been
fixed,
Heel Your New Neigllbo'·
Broadway Fireston.e
2178 Broadway (In [he BroadwayCenter Shopping Or.)
Phone: 343-7795 • Hours: 7:00- 6.00 Mon.· Fri.-8:00 - 5:00 Sat.
Manager: Tim Himebauch
• ••
STORE MANAGER
. COUPON SPECIAL
Not only will you receive the finest automotive ser·
vice available, but as a "Get Acquainted" offer we
will alsogiveyou an additional 10% OFF Any Tire
, or Selvice Work.
10~/oO,FF
NY 'PURCHASE
Including Advertised' Specials
al Broadway Firestone Only
2178 Broadway
ark,. v.alid only Wilh coupon. One,coupon per cwtomef.
IfaMountain Bell
public phone breaks down,
we want to hear about it.
You're about to make a very im- tion' quick ly. Check the Cus-
portant call. But, you discover, tomer Guide in the front of our
the public phone isout of order. Directory for the repair num-
..What can you do to help? First, ber to call.
see who owns the phone. Ifit's Remember, reporting a
ours, we apologize for the in- broken public phone is more
convenience, We also ask than just a favor to us. It
that you call us from a could be a real life saver
nearbywoikingphoneso @ .for the next "veryinipor-
we can correct the situa- '. ~ tant call" thiltfollows you.
Mountain Bel
A USWEST COMPANY___________ Ailswers~N_--~~---'---.:-
~; 1981 Mounla>n EJ,oII,
O · · ..•·····.··plnl()R
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Vote for condomsyes
This week, students will have the chance to vote on whether condom vending machines should
be placed at various locationson campus. We think the vending machines area good idea .
.The stated reason for putting the question on the ballot has to do with preventing the spread
of AIDS. The reason is sound'.
Condoms are the best means, other than abstinence or monogamy between uninfected people,
of deterring the spread of the AIDS virus. And with the disease's six-month incubation period,
faithfulness may notbeprotection unless the person to whom one is being faithful has abstained
from sex for six months or more and has received a negative result on a testfor AIDS.
U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop said in a recent speech that a vaccine for AIDS pro-
.bably will not be developed until the tum of the century . So, for approximately 13 years, con-
doms probably will be the best protection against AIDS for sexually active people who are not
certain their relationships are permanent or their partners faithful.
According to the chairman of the American College Health Association AIDS Task Force,
college students are likely. to be the next group at a high risk of catching the disease, along with
male homosexuals, intravenous drug users and hemophiliacs. Where better, then, to place con-
doms than on a college campus? .
AIDS is, indeed, a compelling reason condoms should be available. It is not the only one,
however.
Perhaps because of the AIDS scare, the more traditional reasons for condom use seem to have
been overlooked in the current debate. An unwanted pregnancy may not be a catastrophe of the
same caliber as a fatal illness, but it is, nevertheless, a very real tragedy. And no one is anxious
to contract any more pedestrian venereal diseases than AIDS, especially now that new, antibiotic-
resistant strains of gonorrhea are becoming common.
For some reason, many of the arguments on the issue have centered on morality. This seems
odd, as it is obvious that consenting, adult college students have every right to make up their
own minds about their own sexuality. •
That right notwithstanding, such arguments as "condomscause promiscuity" and "condoms
lead to pregnancy" have abounded in recent weeks. The argument that "condoms arc icky"
also has been voiced, but it is not worth refuiing. Anyone who votes based on the asthctic quality
of the issue clearly is beyond persuasion by means of reason.
The other arguments, though, were made from a standpoint, however misguided, of morality,
and they deserve attention.
First, condoms do not cause promiscuity. People tend to ntake erotic decisions based on the
availability of sex, not contraceptives. Wise people who are likely to be making decisions to
have sex make sure contraceptives are available. It is unlikely that dorm residents who see con-
dom vending machines will be seized by sudden, uncontrollable passion. .
People.who persist'in believing that vending machines arc sexually arousing should remember
that people who do not approve of pre-marital sex-that is, people who share their views-are
hardly likely to do something they feel is wrong just because the equipment is there. To presume
they would do so is insulting.
The argument that condoms cause pregnancy is almost, but not quite, as sensible and logical
as the argument that safety belts cause traffic accidents.
Again, the decision about whether to have sex is a personal one. No student, or group of students,
has the right to make it for another. However, it is making no one's decisions to ensure that
people who do have sex can do so, if they choose, at a minimum risk of getting pregnant or
contracting AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases. i
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D., News not local enough
Editor, The University Neil'S;
Upon receiving the 'Oct. 26. issue of 171e.
University News, I was once again greatly 'disap-
pointed in the quality of our student newspaper.
This year, The University Neil'S does not meet
the standard of years past and is a laughing stock
when compared. to the University of Idaho's
Argonaut and Idaho State's Bengal. If the students
of BSU arc underwriting the financial cost of The
University News, then we, as students, arc get-
ting ripped off.
In the eightissues put out so far this year, there
have been over 30 College Press Services articles.
Four of these national press releases have made
it on the front of our campus newspaper. There
is nothing wrong with national news, but I don't
.want to read about it on the front page of a paper
that is supposed to cover our local campus, For
example, in the Oct. 26 issue of The University'
Neil'S, a single CPS story was given more col-
umn inches than any other story. That particular
article had to do with the FCC's conservative con-
trol over student radio. I wonder if it ever occur-
red to the editors of this paper that this kind of
control may affect BSU's own radio station. I want
to hear what is happening here, on BSU's earn-
pus, not the University of Connecticut's. Most
of these CPS stories arc a cop-out for T7w Univer-
sity Neil'S staffs lack of interest and reporting
skills.
The argument that nothing is going on around
here is a ·lie. This campus has over 100 active
clubs and organizations, an active student govern-
ment and many other newsworthy items which
happen on a weekly basis. The biggest event of
the year (Homecoming) just got over, and The
University Neil'S gave it two-and-one-half inches
on the back page. Good news must not be \'10rt.1]
reporting.
I can only hope and pray that someday The
University Neil'Swill either write a decent paper
or give the students their money back.
Danial R, Snyder
BSU Student
Editor's note: The University News currently
is suffering from a shortage of reporters. lJl? are
doing our best to originate and publish as much
local copy as possible. lJl? welcome applications
from any BSU students, particularlyMr: Snyder.
All positions are paid, and internship and prac-
ticum credit is ami/able.
Condom access necessary
dom machine in the Student Union.
Condoms prevent pregnancy, contrary to the
statement made by Gina Luke .that condoms
would increase the rate of pregnancy. Condoms
arc a contraceptive, one of the most effective
means of birth control when used properly,
The arguments presented in The University
News do not justify prohibiting the installation
of condom machines. Perhaps in the future they
.will deem it proper to address the real issues in-
volved in this decision. The students at BSU are
adults, thus capable of deciding when, or if, they
wish to engage in sexual intercourse. Condom
machines makeavailable the means for people
to protect themselves and the ones they love from
AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases, ..and un-
wanted pregnancy, Please, do not let a minority
of the students prevent lis from saving lives from
the deadly AIDS virus. .
Susan Whippie
BSU Student
Letters Policy----------
Letters to the editor' should be typed, The 'editorial staff encourages readers,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words whether students, faculty or community
(2 typed pages). Theletters mustbe signed and members, to respond to any of the contents
a telephone number provided for our verifica- of the newspaper, as well as subjects of general
tion procedures. interest. .
The University News reserves the right to' . The staff will make every effort toprint all
edit let!..Crsfor spelling, grammar,punctuation, letters which meet. the policy requirements.
length and libelous or offensive content.
The UniversityNewspublishes weekly on Mondays during the fall and spring
semesters; and distributes 10,000 copies on and. off campus. The University
News is an exclusively !tudent-run organization. The newspaper's faculty ad-
viser is Daniel Morris. Comments; questions or letters to the editor can be
mailed to: The University News; Boise State University,l603V2University
Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725. Our offices are located at 1603.YzUniversity Drive,
across from the SUB. Our phone is (208) 345-8204. The yearly subscription
price is SIS.
Editor, The University News;
Is it right for us to deny people access to
something that could potentially save their lives?
This is the question that must be addressed in
deciding whether or not to install condom
machines on campus. The story, "Ballot to ask
if students want condoms on campus," .never
addressed this issue.
Ranae Snyder said condom 'machines are
distasteful. Well, I, personally, find death
distasteful. Condoms are the only means we have
available to help stop the spread of AIDS. Since
the medical profession is less than hopeful for a
vaecine or cure for AIDS, it is a matter of life
that the use of condoms is encouraged.
That condoms lead to "adultery and fornica-
tion" is a completely false statement. The choice
of whether to commit adultery, or engage in sex-
ual intercourse is a decision made on the basis
of the-relationship, between the people involved;
.it is not decided on whether or not there is a con-
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What students' are saying:
Should condoms be sold on campus?
Blake Holgate
Freshman
Business
Jan Jones
Freshman
Nursing
"Yes. They should be
more available so you don't
have to go to the store to get
them. Make it easier to get
a hold of them.';
"No. Because they are
already easily obtained. I
don't feel it is necessary
that they be sold on cam-
pus."
- "Yes. They should be
handed out to women and
put in the girl's
bathroom."
Tim Gray
Freshman
Engineering
'''Yes. I think so ... just to
stop diseases. The more
they are available, the less
diseases would spread and
it would reduce unwanted
pregnancies. "
Shannon Corson
Freshman
Nursing
Cindy Randall
Senior
Communication
Student's
sentence:
School
(CPS)-An 18-year-old University of
Arkansas at Little Rock student was
senteced to return to college Oct. 13.
A court found' Amanda Kay
Wilhite guilty of twice trying to hire
someone to kill her, parents.
Wilhite confessed she 'once tried to
persuade a former co-worker' and
then an undercover detective to kill
her adoptive parents because she was
"real depressed."
Her adoptive parents testified in
her defense.
"Sir," her father told Special
Judge Harold Madden during the
trial, "we realize she's got a lot of
problems,emotional problems, but
would like the charges dismissed."
After accepting a plea bargain,
, Madden imposed and then suspend-
ed a lO-year sentence on Wilhite,
ordering her to continue her studies,
her counseling and her part-time job.
Great American
I.Smokeout..
'tSNov.20
College
·Internship
Did you know that insurance
agents are among .the
highest paid professionals
In any career? Why wait un-
til graduation to see If this is
the career for you? Our col-
lege iritern program let's you
try it out while earning your
degree. You can work tull-
time In the summer and part-
time in School .
Contact Austin Warner at
383-0210, ask for Helen.
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"Yes. It's just an in-
telligent thing to do. We.are
sticking our head in the
sand if we don't"
"I don't care. I don't use
them. But if the opposite
sex uses them, I want him
to use two-they leak."
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Call your mummy
You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And ifyou got hurt,
she was standing by'with ban-
dages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&TLong
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think; too.
And if you have any questions.
about AT&Trates or service,
a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing
. by to'lalk toyou.justcall
1 800222-0300 .
.Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find am
.what she's wrapped up in.
-'
AllaY
The right choice.
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Vote yes' ifor condoms
This week, students will have the chance to vote on whether condom vending machines should
be placed at various. locations on campus. We think the vendingmachinesare a good idea .
.The stated reason for putting the question on the ballot has to do with preventing the spread
of AIDS. The reason is sound. ,
Condoms are the best means, other than abstinence or monogamybetween uninfected people,
of deterring the spread of the ~DS virus. And with the disease's six-month incubation period,
faithfulness may not be protection unless the person to whom one is being faithful has abstained
from sex for six months or more and has received a negative result on a test for AIDS.
U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop said in a recent speech that a vaccine for AIDS pro-
bably will not be developed until the tum of the century. So, for approximately 13 years, con-
doms probably will be the best protection against AIDS for sexually active people who are not
certain their relationships are permanent or their partners faithful. -
According to the chairman of the American College Health Association AIDS Task Force,
college students are likely to be the next group at a high risk of catching the disease, along with'
male homosexuals, intravenous drug users and hemophiliacs. Where better, then, to place con-
doms than on a college campus? '
. AIDS is, indeed, a compelling reason condoms should be available. It is not the only one,
however. -
Perhaps because of the AIDS scare, the more traditional reasons for condom usc seem to have
been overlooked in the current debate. An unwanted pregnancy may not be a catastrophe of the
same caliber as a fatal illness, but it is, nevertheless, a very real tragedy. And no one is anxious
to contract any more pedestrian venereal diseases than AIDS, especially now that new, antibiotic-
resistant strains of gonorrhea are becoming common.
For some reason, many of the arguments on the Issue have centered on morality. This seems
odd, as it is obvious that consenting, adult college students have every right to make up their
own minds about their own sexuality.
That right notwithstanding, such arguments as "condoms'cause promiscuity" and "condoms
lead to pregnancy" have abounded in recent weeks. The argument that "condoms are icky"
also has been voiced, but it is not worth refuting. Anyone who votes based on the asthetic quality
of the issue clearly is beyond persuasion by means of reason.
The other arguments, though, were made from a standpoint, however misguided, of morality, -
and they deserve attention.
First, condoms do not cause promiscuity. People tend to make erotic decisions based on the
availability of sex, not contraceptives. Wise people who are likely to be making decisions to
have sex make sure contraceptives are available. It is unlikely that dorm residents who see con-
dom vending machines will be seized by sudden, uncontrollable passion. .
People who persist'in believing that vending machines are sexually arousing should remember
that people who do not approve of pre-marital sex-that is, people who share their views-are
hardly likely to do something they feel is wrong just because the equipment is there. To presume
they would do so is insulting.
The argument that condoms cause pregnancy is almost, but not quite, as sensible and logical
as the argument that safety belts cause traffic accidents,
Again, the decision about whether to have sex is a personal one. No student, or group of students,
has the right to make it for another. However, it is making no one's decisions to ensure that.
people whodo have sex can do so, if they choose, at a minimum risk of getting pregnant or
contracting AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases. I
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Do, News not local .enough
pus, not the University of Connecticut's. Most
of these CPS stories arc a cop-out for TI,e Univer-
sit» News staff's lack of interest and reporting
skills.
The argument that nothing is going on around
'here is a lie. This campus has over 100 active
clubs and organizations, an .active student govern-
ment and many other newsworthy items which
happen on a weekly basis. The biggest event of
the year (Homecoming) just got over, and TIle
University News gave it two-and-one-half inches
on the back page. Good news must not be worth
reporting.
I can only hope and pray that someday TIle
University Neil'S will either write a decent paper
or give the students their money back.
Danial R. Snyder
BSU Student
Editor's note: Th'e University News currently
is suffering from a shortiige of reporters. Ui? are
doing 0111' bestto originate and publish as much
local copy as possible. We welcome applications
from any BSU students, particularly M,: Snyder.
All positions are paid, and internship and prac-
ticum credit is available.
Condom access necessary
dom machine in the Student Union.
Condoms prevent pregnancycontrary to' the
statement made by Gina Luke that condoms
would increase the rate of pregnancy. Condoms
'are a contraceptive, one of the most effective
means of birth control when used properly.
The arguments presented in TIle University
News do not justify prohibiting the installation
of condom machines. Perhaps in the future they
will deem it proper to address the real issues in-
volved in this decision. The students at BSU are
adults, thus capable of deciding when, or if, they
wish to engage in sexual intercourse. Condom
machines make available the means for people
to protect themselves and 'the ones theylove from
AIDS, •sexually transmitted diseases, and un-
wanted pregnancy. Please, do not let a minority
of the students prevent us from saving lives from
the deadly AIDS virus.
Susan whipple
BSU Student
"LettersPolicy--------
Letters to the editor should' be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words
(2 typed pages).'J:he letters must be signed and
a telephone number provided for our verifica-
tion procedures. .
The University News reserves the' right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,'
length and libelous or offensive content.
Editor. TI,e University Nell'S;
Upon receiving the Oct. ,26., issue of The
University News, I was once again greatly disap-
pointed in the quality of our student newspaper.
This year, TI,e University News docs not meet
the standard of years past and is a laughing stock
when compared to the University of Idaho's
Argonaut and Idaho State's Bengal. If the students
of BSU arc underwriting the financial cost of TIle
University News, then we, as students, arc get-
ting ripped off.
In the eight issues put out so far this year, there
have been over 30 College Press Services articles.
Four of these national press releases have made
it on the front of our campus newspaper. There
is nothing wrong with national news, but I don't
want to read about it on the front page of a paper
that is supposed to cover our local campus. For
example, in the Oct. 26 issue of TI,e University
News, a single CPS story was given more col-
umn inches than any other story. That particular
article had to do with the FCC's conservative con-
trol over student radio. I wonder if it ever occur-
red to the editors of this paper that this kind of
control may affect BSU's own radio station. I want
to hear what is [iappening here, on BSU's cam-
The University News publishes weekly on Mondays during the fall and spring
semesters, and distributes 10,000 copies on and off campus. The University
News is an exclusively ~tudent-run organization. The newspaper's faculty ad-
viser is Daniel Morris. Comments, questions or letters to the editor can be
mailed to: The University News, Boise State University, 1603 V, University
Drive, Boise, Idaho; 83725. Our offices are located at 1603Y,'University Drive,
across from the SUB. Our phone is (208) 345:8204. The yearly subscription
price is $15.·' '
Editor, TI,e University News;
Is it right. for us to deny people access to
something that could potentially save their lives?
This is the question that must be addressed in
deciding .whether or not to install condom
machines on campus. The story, "Ballot to ask
if students want condoms on campus," never
addressed this issue.
Ranae Snyder said condom machines are
distasteful. Well, I, personally, find death
distasteful. Condoms are the only means we have
available to help stop the spread of AIDS. Since
the medical profession is less than hopeful for a
vaccine or cure for AIDS, it is a matter of life
that the use of condoms is encouraged. -
That condoms lead to "adultery and fornica-
tion" is a completely false statement. The choice
of whether to commit adultery, or engage in sex-
ual intercourse is a decision made on the basis
of the relationship between the people involved;
it is not decided on whether or not there is a con-
The .editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty :or community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of general-
interest; ,
The staff will make every effort to print all
letters which meetthe policy requirements,
.,¥ mll$W"''Y'
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.What students "are saying:
Should condoms be sold on campus?
,- • - ,-" I
Tim Gray
Freshman
Engineering
Shannon Corson
Freshman
Nursing
Blake Holgate
Freshman
Business
Jan Jones
Freshnlan
Nursing
Kent Schumaker
Sophomore
Business
"Yes. I think so... just to
stop diseases. The more
they are available, the less
diseases would spread and
it would reduce unwanted
pregnancies. ~'
"Yes. It's just an in-
telligent thing to do. We are
sticking our head in the
sand if we don't"
"Yes. They should be
more available so you don't
have to go to the store to get
them, Make it easier to get
a hold of them." .
"No. Because they are
already easily obtained. I
don't feel it is necessary
"that they be sold on cam-
pus. "
"Yes. They should be
handed out to women and
put in the girl's
bathroom. "
Student's
sentence:
School
Callyour mummy
(CPS)-An 18-year-old University of
Arkansas at Little Rock student was
senteced to return to college Oct. 13.
A court found Amanda Kay
Wilhite guilty of twice trying to hire
someone to kill her. parents.
Wilhite confessed she once tried to
persuade a -forrner co-worker and
then an undercover detective to kill
her adoptive parents because she was
"real depressed." .
Her adoptive parents testified in
her defense.
"Sir," her father told Special
Judge Harold Madden during the
trial, "we realize she's got a lot of
problems, emotional problems, but
would like the charges dismissed."
After accepting a plea bargain,
Madden imposed and then suspend-
ed a IO-year sentence on Wilhite,
ordering her to continue her studies,
her counseling and her part-time job.
Great American
I~Ok.eout
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College
Internship
Did you know that insurance
agents. aft: amonq UTa
highest paid professionals
In any career? Why wait un-
til graduation to see if this is
the career tor you? Our col·
lege intern program let's you
try it out whileearriing your
degree. You .can work lull-
time inthe summer and part-
time in "school . .
Contact Austin Warner at
383·0210,ask· for Helen:
Cindy Randall
Senior
Communication
"I don't care. I don't use
them. But if the opposite
sex uses them, I want him
to use two-they leak."
You remember. She was
always there when you'were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with ban- "
dages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&TLong
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And ifyou have any questions
about AT&Trates or service,
a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing
by to talk toyou.justcall
1 800222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped !3Pin._ ..-
.-
ATilT "
The rightchoice.
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Calendar
John. Killmaster exhibit, BSU
Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts
Building, through Dec. 4; recep-
iion for the artist, 7-9 p.m .
. SPB film, The Dec/ine of the
American Empire, SPEC, 7 p.m.
Student recltal, Cathy McCrea
and Cindy Rosen, sopranos, Mor-
rison Center Recital Hall, 6 p.m.
Beaux Arts Christmas Sale,
Women's Club, through Nov. 14.
SPB dance; BoDeans and the
. Young Fresh Fellows, Mardi Gras,
8 p.m,
Young Adult Program, Buying
and Maintaining YourFirs: Car,
Boise Public Library Auditorium,
7 p.m.'
Roger Whittaker with Bruce
Lahti, Morrison Center, 8 p.m.
Faculty/staff luncheon, John
Franden, Connection n, Student
Union Lookout Room, 11:30a.m.
Cineclub French film, Arsene
Lupin centre Sherlock Holmes,'
Education Building, room 332, 7
p.rn,
Grenadier Guards and Gordon
Highlanders, Pavilion, 8 p.m.
SPB film, Decline of the
American Empire, Student Union
Ada Lounge, 3:15 p.m.
·THl.fRSIJAY'·········
Sesame Street Live, Pavilion,
7:30 p.m., through Nov, 15.
Roger Whittaker with· Bruce
Lahti, Morrison Center, 8 p.m,
Women of BSU Campus Craft
Co. Bazaar, Student Union Boi-
sean Lounge, 9 a.m-B p.rn.,
through Nov. 15.
Rockport Walking. Test,
Stadium, 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Guitar Society Student Concert,
Morrison Center Room C-200, 8
p.m.
Chamber Music Series, Trio Del
Arte, Morrison Center Recital
Hall, 8 p.rn.
Strategies for Success
Workshop, "Lobbying," Student
Union Nez Perce Room. -
BSU Intramural Bowling Cir-
cus, Student Union.
Idaho Theater for Youth, The
V,ree Billy Goats Gruff, Educa-
tion Building Reading Center.
Broncos vs, North Arizona
University, Stadium, 1:30 p.m,
Warren Miller ski film, White
Winter Heat, Morrison Center, 2
and 8 p.m.
Sesame Street Live, Pavilion, 7
p.rn.
Opera Theatre,' SPEC, all day.
Sesame Street Live, Pavilion, 2
and 6 p.m.
SPB film, Easy Rider, SPEC, 7
p.m,
The Washington Ballet, Mor-
rison Center, '7 p.m.
Jasmine, Morrison Center Recital
Hall, 7 p.m.
Choosing Children's Book for
Gifts, presented by Lori Benton,
Boise Public Library Auditorium,
'2 p.m.
Women's Production, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 2-10 p.m,
AngeU's-Kevin Kirk and the Urban Renewal, Nov. 11~14.
Bouquet-Chicken Cordon Bleus, Nov. 9; Hi-Tops, Nov. 10-14.
Comedy Works-Ken Sons, Nov, 11-15.
CrazyHorse-Leaving Trains and Grind, Nov. 9; 'Iarga, Nov-.12-14.
Dino's-High Stakes, Nov. 9-14.
D.J's-Redstone,· Nov. 10-15.
Hannah's-Secrel Agents, Nov. 10-14.
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Rob Woodbury, Nov. 10-14;Bluegrass music,
Nov. 15.. . ._
Mardi Gras-s'The Barium Ball"; Seciion 8 and Curb Dwellers, Nov. 14.
- Nendel's-Prime TIme, Nov. 11-14.
P:.~e!!!yt:;'&:lwu-JOhfi H&ilScilt i';ov. ii-i4.
Red Lion Dewntowner-csneak Preview, Nov:- 10-15.' ,.
The River-Top Seeret, Nov. 9-14.
Salt and Pepper's Cest La Vie-Live jazz featuring Gib Hochstrasser,
Nov. 15. - ,
Sandpiper-Rob Harding, Nov. 11-14.
Shorty's-Outriders, Nov. 9-15. . _ .
Tom Grainey's-John Hansen, Nov. 9; The Scooters, Nov: -10-14.
Outdoor
filmmaker's
work shown
The Bogus Basin Ski Club will present
the 1987 Warren Miller movie, White
Winter Heat, Nov. 14 in the Morrison
Center. Screenings will be held at 2 p.m.
and atS p.m. Tickets are available at all
Select-A-Seat outlets and cost $6.
Miller, an internationally known film-
maker,has captured the power of ski-
ing and of wind-surfing in this new,
feature-length release. The film is a fast-
paced, humorous adventure, produced,
written, directed and narrated by Miller.
tom Scott will be the master of
ceremonies for the evening performance
and will announce the winners of door
prizes, which will be. donated by ski
areas and shops, during intermission.
The Bogus Basin Ski Club is an adult
social organization which sponsors ski
races, apres-ski activites, ski trips and
year-round activities.
'Arte' trio to perform
The Boise' Chamber Music Series' fourth
season will begin Nov. 13at 8 p.m, in the Mor- .
rison Center Recital Hall with a performance
by the Trio Dell 'Arte'.
'. "Exuberance is perhaps the best single word
to describe the playing .. ." of a Trio Dell 'Arte'
performance, according to The Ubshington Post.
Pianist Grace McFarlane, violinist Donna Tee-
co and cellist David Szcpessy have been together
since 1979 and have performed across the
continent.
Affiliated with the Boise Chamber Music
Society -and the BSU music department; the
series will present the Trio Dell'Arte' along with
three other chamber ensembles-the Classical
Quartet, the Sierra Wind Quintet and the Fran-
ciscan String Quartet
E-ach.concert will bc"pm.~oo bY a seriesof
master classes made possible by a grant from
the Idaho Commission' on the Arts. These
classeswill'be open to high school and college
:students and interested cominunity members.
All concerts will beat 8 p.m. onFridayeven-
ings in the Morrison center Recital Hall. Season
ticket prices for thegeneral public are $30, Stu-
dent and seniorcitjzen season tickets are $24.
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Sting's latest iS50mething,.not just'Nptl1lng'i : ".-
'. global and universal ~mes, a style that "nothing comes from violence and quietly continues on the ground that--c~ses and brtaks d~ musical ~.
few songwriters have accomplished. nothing ever could; ~'. .. .: , The Dream oftheBlue: 7Unles proved danes. .. ; ,Nothing like The ~un IS a
H·.IC0 R'0 S ' The al.bum. ,sopener., ..•.•T.. h.e Laza. rus .. '. ,Nolh,.·n
g
like .., the.'.' S. un.'s., firs..r w.as.c.o.mm erciallY.vi..a.b..,I. e. t1..~.r 5.,. ~in.g•. ,an,"d.. .~.Icome gift to allloversof music from" Heart," has an uplifting feel, with a single; '~We'llBeThgether," has an in- his back-up band. The qualItyoflhe}2 Sti!lg.
playful sax from Marsalis, although it feet~ou~, funky sax hook and the sim~son~, \te'7 makes such commercl~.
happens to be a vivid nightmare of pIe insistency that made "If You Love considerations moot,howe~er"as ,It
Sting's. Andy Summers plays guitar on Somebody. Set Them Free". such a '
this track, as Well as the following "Be top-40' treat in 1985. .Its. universal
Still My Beating Heart" message of love should sound great
, "Englishman in New York" has a coming over the radio andigniting the "
chorus reminiscent of the Police and a dance floors.
big drum break that serves primarily to "Never board a ship unless you know
show off the clarity and range of the where it's going" could be the message
digital recording. harbored on .the delightful "Rock
"History Will 'leach Us Nothing" S!Clidy,': with its !aleofa sort ,of
continues on earlier themes Sting has eVangelical Noah's' Ark; which doses.. '
explored previously. He describes out the third side. , '
history in the liner notes as being Kurt Weill's influence On Sting is
"nothing but a monotonous and sordid clearly shown on "Sister Moon. " The
succession of robber baron scumbags song is the same crazy, love-ballad vein
devoid of . any admirable human ss Blue Turtles' "Moon Over Bourbon
qualities. .. Street." Sting'sseductive vocals move"
Written for last year's Amnesty In- through the Shakespearean line and
temational Thur, "They Dance Alone" original addition, "My mistress' eyes
is an anthemic affair with appearances are nothing like the sunlMy hunger for,
by Mark Knopfler, Eric Clapton, her explains everything I've done,"
Fareed Haque and Ruben Baldes. The with a sultry elegance.
song tells of the "Gueca Solo," a tradi- One of the album's main highlights
tiona! courting dance in Chile, perform- is an amazing version of Jimi Hendrix's
edalone by the wives, daughters and "Little Wing," which features Gil
mothers of the "disappeared" political Evans and his orchestra and the soar- ,
prisoners. ' ing, majestic guitar work of Hiram
"Fragile" has the same tearful im- Bullock. The version seems quite
agery of "They Dance Alone," with a faithful and brings this song to the ears
beautiful, mourning guitar and the of another generation.
morally instructive message that .. .Nothing like The Sun more
'Heaven' is hell for audience--e----MOVnS
by Steve Farneman
The University News
Sting is a very cautious and safe ar-
tist. He chooses his moves carefully to
avoid commercial failure and remain
'successful. A rare artist in this day and
age, . Sting can - create carefully
calculated experimentations, have them
be commercially successful and still re-
tain complete artistic credibility.
... Nothing like The Sun is the se-
cond studio album from Mr. Sumner
since the demise of the Police, and it
follows up the multi-platinum success
of The Dream of the Blue Tunles.Not
quite as accessible as his 1985 solo
debut, it continues in the same en-
joyably jazzy vein, with the two key
players from Blue Turtles returning-
Kenny Kirkland's keyboards and Bran-
ford Marsalis' distinctive saxophone.
The 55-minute double album (Sting
opted for a two-record format for im-
proved sound quality) is an introspec-
tive journey through the heart. At the
same time, the travelogue feel of many
of the songs looks outward toward
-by Phil DeAngell
The University News
Well, I guess it is time for the next
movie about heaven. lust when you
thought the 011 God! series had killed
Heaven Can Uilit's idea, director Alan
Rudolph brings us Made in Heaven's
shoddy script with an old twist-big-
name actors.
In the opening, Timothy Hutton is
Mike Shea, a recently unemployed man
in his late 20s, who, after being jilted
by his girlfriend Mare Winningham,
decides to "go west to Califomia to seek
his fortune." That is a twist we have -
not seen since Huck and Jim set oui for
Illinois.
His trip is abbreviated by his heroic
death; he saves some babies from
heaven and drowns in the process. Of
course, he is angry about dying and
wants to return to earth. In Rudolph's
heaven, if you want it, it happens-and
all you have to do is think it. So Hut-
ton decides he wants to stay.
Enter Kelly McGillis as Annie
Peckert, an official guide for
w
newcomers arriving in heaven. Do they
fall in love? Yes-the kind of love with
long, soulful, eye-to-eye gazes and
meaningful caresses, which happen on-
ly in big-budget, sappy love stories.
After consummating their love, they
decide to marry. J have difficulty with
the fact that thev are in the same region
that gave us the Ten Commandments.
and they heed them not.
Since this is about 45 minutes into
the two-hour film, the next scene is as
predictable as another athletic program
fee-hike: On their wedding day, she is
born on earth, so they can no longer
live in the dream house that he thought
of/built out in the country.
Hutton is incensed. He pursues Em-
mett, the man God has chosen as ad-
ministrator in Heaven, to try to get her
back. Emmett, who is horribly miscast
(a 25-year-old actor trying to act like
a curmudgeon won't pass, even in this
film), accepts the latter proposal with
a catch-Hutton, reborn, will have 30
years to try to find hcr and neither one
will remember the shared heaven-lust.
Elmo Bamett is the reincamated Hut-
ton. He 1S leek-soup poor, and dirty,
while she is born as Alison, a witty, at-
tractive, moneyed girl. They have
periodic dcja-vu style flashbacks of
their love but cannot make sense of
thefn. Nor can I.
There are ncar misses, of course:
Elmo exchal}ges light insults with
r:=========:r;···1l 1UI =========::aAIIBft _ ....
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Alison's husband in a restroom, 'he
walks past her car, etc ... This attempt
at irony is so heavy-handed that it is,
finally, too predictable.
Well, Allison's marriage conveniently
falls apart and Elmo leaches himself
both to play the trumpet and to produce
a record (this all happens in about 10
minutes,' so there is plenty of room left
for more gazing) as he approaches his.
30th birthday.
I won't tell you if he finds her on the
very day he turns 30, because that
would ruin the picture for you.
The overall production is good, and
the heaven scenes filmed in South
Carolina and Georgia are fine. Hutton's
1960s drifter and the black-and-
white filming used in his first life also
are acceptable. The soundtrack is good
and self-serving. Neil Young and Rie
Ocasck both have small roles and, sur-
prise, both have songs in'the sound-
track. The script, for the money spent
on it, should have been better. It is, in
places, not much more than the string-
ing together of romance scenes and
pretty landscapes. The movie is ok, but
not stellar.
Made in Heaven will show through
Nov. 25 at the Egyptian Theater. It is
rated P.G.
Young, Fresh Fellows
humorous, above-par
Quest, among others, in the course of
a restless night.· The Fellows use a
sparse horn section to give the song an
appropriate nightmarish feel.
"Get Ollila My Cave' offers the solu-
tion to coping with the perils of city life,
under the auspices of a churning,
broken tempo and excessively
reverberated guitar screams.
"Why I Oughta" seems to have been
conceived harriedly, and its use of a
Traveling a path of flippancy is quite tired clicheas its conceptual centerpiece
a precarious road, to say the least. only serves to reiterate this point.
Some bands become limited by the "The Unimaginable Zero Summer"
trappings of their own smugness, and is a catchy tune that ventures into the
the dignity sacrificed in the at-all-costs world of honkytonk with an ever-
approach to making innovative records shifting tempo spiced by Floyd Cramer-
is rarely regainable, like piano interludes and mocking,
Such is the dilemma the Young Fresh 'twangy vocals.
Fellows face, fresh on the heels of their The Fellows have their college
third release, The Men Who un'ed play list favorite with ''Amy Grant," a
Music, an album spattered with ac~ caustic barb aimed' squarely at Ms.
curate barbs and cheap puns alike, Grant and her influences, fueled by a
mostly pointed at varions exploitable pulsating funk undercurrent. and the
luminaries. The humor so wryly ex- recurrent asse,ssment of her music as
hibited on their smashing debut Sounds "unadulterated schlock:",
of tile Pacific Nonhwest is now full- Side two begins with ",Hank, Karen
blown and sometimes blatant. ' and Elvis" (as in Williams, Carpenter,
The YFFs waste no time in determin- Fletcher), a violin-endowed number
ing.the means they will use to delineate that takes a warranted stab at' the
,the feel of this album. "TV Dream" is perpetrators of tabloid trash. '
a clever song which mentions the ap- "My Friend Ringo" is one of the bet-
pearances of such nostalgic archetypes ter songs on this album, blessed with
as loe Friday, the Jetsons and Johnny a cohesive, chiming melody that slides
-----------------.....;;....-------.:;." , effortlessly into a powerful cporus.
chorus.
What this al~um lacks in quality it
attempts to atone for with quantity, with
14 songs packed onto this vinyl disc.
Unfortunately, the trade-off is not quite
an equfiable one, as some of these seem
to lack the spirited influence of earlier
Young Fresh Fellows' tunes, such as
those derivative of the early '60s sound
of the Secas and the Troggs.
Given, the Young Fresh Fellows do
not create serious music, nor do they
intend to. Ills for this reason that V,e
Men Who Loved Music can be,taken for
what it is-afun, somewhat witty, col~
lection of songs that, do notliDger long
in yOiir, mimi' once the .turniabiehas: "
been put to rest. , '.
It is the means to the end and not t.'le
end itself that should be focused on
when listening to this record. :with that
constraint c1earlY,inmind, this intrepid
trip can prove; enjoyable, if not
enlightening. Let's just hope the next
one is better, .,
RICOROS
by Wan Birt
The University News
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Superficially symbolized by the
spray-painting- of scarlet anarchy sym-
bols and peace signs on supermarket
walls, the' underground movement in
Boise1tas remained essentially obscure.
In a city which favors mainstream,
top-40 music, local punk musicians
said, they always have had to struggle
with the public misconception about the
punk image, difficulties in arranging
shows and a lack of artistic recognition.
Described as "Idaho's secret God
band," State of Confusion, like many
of the underground' bands based in
Boise, only have made a half-dozen
scanty barroom appearances in Boise
'within the last year.
According to SHCs lead singer, Pat
Schmaljohn, the rest of time the band
plays either at parties or rentedhalls.
Schmaljohn said the band's members
never have tried to support themselves
in Boise. Instead, S.o.c. recently toured
the Northwest for two months, playing
hard-core thrash songs such as "Blanket
Cover," "MX" and "Public Lands."
"Being on the road was really fun.
We didn't have much money, but it was
like camping out," Schmaljohn said.
He added the reason the band decided
to tour was "to meet more people, play
in more places. We were kind of at the
peak (of playing) in Boise, we can't go
to the Bouquet or DJ.'s. "
S.O.c. bassist' Wayne Flower said
although there are still problems in
finding places to play in Boise, the
group attracts a younger-aged audience.
"Actually, as far as the .kids go, there
is a fairly strong scene. When we put
on shows, tons of kids show up,"
Flower said.
Guitarist George Shearer of Primor-
dial Soup said, although the band has
had an excellent response from the
crowds, bar owners have been less than
enthusiastic about the band's decision
to perform almost all original songs,
which arc a result of their unique
musical vision.
Describing themselves as "nco-
psychedelic," Primordial Soup arc
eclectic borrowers, using everything
from the fringes of new wave to 1960s,
early punk-rock clements. Shearer said
the band is "not really accessible to pop
crowds."
Guitarist Ted Martinez of Grind, a
hard-core, metal-influenced thrash
combo, said he finds one of the main
difficulties in scheduling shows is
because bar owners fear that their
establishments will be destroyed:
Grind's lead singer, Erik Payne, said
.bar owners also are reluctant to span-
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sor a hard-core band because "they
don't think you're going to draw enough
people, so they are selling less beer.
They're safer every way you look at it;
they're safer to have a band that peo-
ple don't find any offense in."
According to Primordial Soup drum-
mer Bob James, one of the misconcep-
tions is that punk shows encourage
malicious violence. James said he finds
thc punk crowd in Boise to be extremely
non-violent.
Shearer said there is more violence
at the Whisky River by people listen-
ing to Targa than at a punk show.
Schmaljohn said, though the Boise
punk crowd is extremely non-violent,
often there is trouble with gangs in big-
gcrcities. "The big .cities, of course,
have more problems with wild people,
drugs ... fighting and people getting
Slabbed. In L.A. there are gangs, like
the skinheads (which) are a real prob- .
lcm." Schmaljohn said.
Another misconception about
underground music is that the bands
compose and play negative songs about
white riots and anarchy, James said, "I
write a lot of songs that use positive im-
agery; they have peace-and-love themes
and stuff like that, which I realize the
world is not made up completely of, but
through these images I hope to create
a positive attitude."
James said the concept, behind the
name Primordial Soup is a positive one:
A rich solution of nutrients from which
life arises .
THE BEST
COMIC
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1heUniversity News . necessary to live and survive," he said, with top-40 bands. 'If they (the bands)
"but it has gone far enough, There is try to change at all, they'll lose their
only a finite amount of resources, and following,"
once they're gone, they're gone." Payne said he thinks most
James said though he is pragmatic mainstream bands do not put much ef-
about the messages in his songs, he fort into playing.
stresses that "we ought to take care of "Bar bands will take a break 'after a
our planet; that seems real basic. I don't half an hour," Martinez said, "and
know how to do that. I will leave that they'll take a half-an-hour break. Gee,
up with the people." it's probably pretty physically deman-
Payne said another misconception ding playing that slow music."
people have about punk rock is that fans Shearer said the intimaey of clubs
must fit the image with mohawks, such as the Crazy Horse do not allow
ripped-up Clothes and noserings. Payne performers to turn into icons. "You
said he finds most of the people that go • really have to impress them. You can't
to punk shows resemble average impress them with huge walls of
Americans. amplifiers. You have to impress them
"Misconceptions extend incredible with what you are doing," he said.
lengths," Payne said. "People won't go James said Primordial Soup is plan-
to the Crazy' Horse because it's a ning to be the antithesis of trends in
'punker' bar." modern music. "The way I look at it,"
Martinez said another common James said, "a lot of modern music is
misconception people have is that punk going toward the machine. And we are
musicians have no talent. going to be the antithesis of that,
"They can play their instruments bet- because we do make mistakes. And
tcr than a hell of a lot .of mainstream people go 'Oh my God, they made a
bands that are mimicking some other mistake, and that's the way it goes. And
guitarist," Payne said. , if we could get it down, that we never
James said he finds cult fans to be made a mistake, we would be boring.
more loyal than mainstream fans. People would fall asleep."Flower said S.o.C. does not always
try to concentrate on negative social
issues. "Instead of concentrating on all
the negative things. which has been a
.large part of punk, you can say, in
general, you better recognize the things
that arc good."
Concerned with wildnerness conser-
vation, self-exploration and "the global
confusion that is dragging us all toward
the big atomic blast," Schmaljohn said
he 0PP9ses industrialization.
Help. keep
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TRIED TO ,COOK"
Philip Neville, Jr.
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Bronco's end 'Io,si·ng,'str~ak Wi~hwin in Reno
./
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
" University of Nevada-Reno quarter-
back Jim Zaccheo tried desperately to
get one last playoff, but time rail out
as the BSU Broncos ended any faint
UNR hopes of making the play offs by
beating the Wolf Pack 36-31.
From the opening kickoff, BSUhad
the mien of determination. The UNR
offense, which was ranked ninth na-
tionally, was forced to punt the first two
times it had the ball, resulting in two
first-quarter field goll1sfor the Broncos.
But BSU's first real test came on its se-
cond drive, when Eric Andrade, Divi-
sion loANs leading receiver, left the
game.with a sprained knee, not to
return for the rest of the afternoon.
The potent Wolf Pack offense final-
ly got untracked in the second quarter,
as Zaccheo capped off a 67-yard drive
by bootlegging the ball in for four yards,
The leading scorer in all divisions,
Marty Zendejas, tacked on the extra
point to give UNR the lead, 7-6.
BSU's Robbie Washington answered
Reno's touchdown with a 36-yard
kickoff return, giving the Broncos good
field position. However, for the third
straight time, the Bronco drive stalled
inside the 30-yard line, and, for the
third straight time, P. K. Wiggins was
true with his toe to enable BSU to
regain the lead, 9-7.
The first half might have been quiet
by some standards, but Washington set
·the stage for tile second half by return-
ing the kickoff all the way down to the
UNR 23-yard line. Five plays later,
Vince Alcalde hit Terry Hefner for a
touchdown, quickly padding the Bron-
cos' lead to 16-7.
UNR's Tony Logan kept his streak of
catching at least one touchdown pass in
every home game by latching onto a
Zaccheo pass to keep the Wolf Pack
close, 16-14.
(~',.'.
Muchto tile funs' delight, the seesaw.
second, ,half. was .in full bloom.
Washington again gave the Broncos
good' field position on, the ensuing
kickoff, 'and his teammates rewarded
him for his efforts. This time, Alcalde
tossed a ,24-yard touchdown strike to
Jon Youngblood for his second catch as
a Bronco: Wiggins' kick made it 23-14.
Just when BSU appeared to take con- .
trol of the game, Nevada-Reno showed
why it has been to the. I-AA playoffs
three out of the last four years. Atter «.
again shutting down Reno's offensive
machine, Wiggins got set-to extend the
Bronco lead, when, suddenly, If big
Wolf-Pack paw reached up and slapped
away his attempt. The loose ball was
swept up by a UNR player who was
escorted down the field illa literal pack
as they lateralled the ball back and forth
until BSU's Ty Ogata stopped the run
at the Bronco 16-yard line.
Alcalde wasted no time in assuring
Bronco fans the team was not about to
relinquish its lead, From 13yards out,
he found tight end Olaf Reinwald in the
end zone, to make it 30-17.
Mornerits later, Keith Moroika step-
ped in front of a UNR receiver and
BSU looked in control. Again, as was
the nature of this game, UNR's Mike,
Brown intercepted a stray Alcalde
aerial, and UNR cut BSU's lead to
30-24.
But Alcalde flipped a screen pass to
Jackson, who followed the blocks of
Mike Bowman and Chris Murphy down
to 'the UNR 25-yard line. A pass to
Reinwald put the Broncos on the UNR
5-yard line. Jackson plunged to the one-
inch line, then leaped the final distance
to put BSU out in front, 36-24.
Five plays later the clock read 2:08,
and the scoreboard read BSU-36,
UNR-30.
With 1:03 left, the dangerous Wolf
Pack had the ball once more. A pass
here and there, 'and UNR was on the
Bron040-yardline, with 31 seconds
, showillg but they' ran out of time after
II Bronco sack ended the game. .
.The Bronco win tiuly was a shared
viStoiy-offensivelinemen" played out
of position; leading receiver Eric An-
drade, went out of the game-ill the first
'. " .
quarter; theUNR defense keyed on
"Chris Jackson, which enabled a varie-
'ty of'recelvers to get playing time; and
a young,' maturing 'defense' kept its
poise. After the game.Coach Skip Hall
led his charges around the field to thank
the fans. '
The BOise State Broncos return home
to Lyle Smith Fieldto entertain the
Northern Arizona Lumberjacks Nov. 14
at,7:30 p.m, The Lumberjacks are com-
ing off a victory over I-A Tulsa. The
Broncos are now 3-3 the Big Sky and
5-4 overall.
PORTSCENE
Reno memories, bring back
good old days: ctsports
included a bedroom, complete with hot
tub, and a spacious living room, A
knock at the door brought extra-fur-
nishings, compliments of our hosts. Our
basic needs' were provided for.
Reno is an ongoing-party town, and
nsu fans added a few more to the list
of parties. I was amazed at the number
of people I knew but had not seen in
some time. It was as though I had gone
to Reno to catch up· on past
acquanitances.
Celebrities are around and some
places try to have a few available. At
one of the larger parties, I happened to
be introduced to an elfin character who
turned out to be fellow Texan. Not on-
ly \V8She a Texan, he was part of a
group Willie Nelson' refers to as his
family. We talked non-stop until he had
to goon stage.
No Reno story is complete without
gambling. I am a break-even gambler,
which I consider to be fortunate. I won
a jackpot from the one-armed bandit
and went to a show. I played blackjack
for long stretches, but I tended to walk
away with about what I started with,
which was close to nothing. Luckily, 1
had fun. I didn't have a lot of money
to see if I was a closet compulsive.
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
·My column this week is for everyone
who didn't go to Reno, Nev., for the
BSU-University of Nevada-Reno foot-
.ball game, whether he wanted to or not.
I will relate a few tales for those of the
vicarious bent who wished they would,
or could, have gone, for those who are
now glad they didn't and, perhaps, for
those who "couldn't have cared less. "
The year Was 1981.BSU had won the
National I·AA Championship tile year
before. UNR hoped to follow suit.
Boise fans had impressed the Reno peo-
ple with their hospitality the year
before; Reno readied to return the favor,
A friendly, competitve rivalry was in
the making.
A BSU official graciously offered me
space in his car and his suite after we
got there. Food in Reno is always either
free or inexpensive. He promised fun.
Oh, yes-it was WJS the third year of
my Big Sky magazine, so the trip could
fall under the auspices of business. It
turned out to be a Mario Puzo offer.
As soon as we hit Reno,' it appeared
my friend was right. The .front desk
knew right a\V8Ywho he was; we had
lots of help on the way 10 the suite. It
Who is going to win tfie game? Call ...
THE WIZARD OF ODDS
Sports Predictor ... to find out!
NFL, NBA & NCAA Football & Basketball
Info updated daily!
We pick the spread, also!
DIAL 1·976·PICK
.75 for 1st minute .55 for Add'i minutes
& Toll Charge if outside Boise area.
I HELP WANTED
For Your Eyes Onlyx.from ASBSU
Current positions in Student Government
• ASBSU TREASURER· $350.00/month
• ASBSU BUSiNESS MANAGER· $150/month
• EDUCATION SENATOR· $150.00/month
All listed are 12 month positions. Job descriptions and
applications can be obtained at the ASBSU offices.
Second floor- SUB.
COMING UP ••••
;Larry Linville
Known to millions as "Ferret Face".
Frank Burns from M*A*S*H*! A fun night
of mass comedy!
Tickets available at all
Select-A-Seat outlets
$3~00 students & $5.00 genera1
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Help Wanted'
'WANrED: A competantdata processor
10 me family genealogy records onto
disk. Use your own system. Will pay
hourly. . For more' information call
343-7261. .
HELP WANTED: Senate secretary
15-20 hours' a week,' $4.00 an hour.
Must be work study. Call 385-1440 for
more information; .
HELPERS WEST has loos of well
screened nanny positions available. No
fees! $150.00-200.00 a week, plus room
and: board, airfare" paid, vacations,
group insurance. Call 80l~295-3266
FEDERAL, STATE, and civil service
jobs $14,7U7to-$66,819/year, N~ Hir-
ing! CALL JOB LINE 1-518-459-3611
ExtF 3504 for info. 24 Hour.
credit cards right on campus; Flexible
hours; excellent pay and full training.
Call Darryl at (800) 592~2!21.
$10-$660 weekly/up mailing circulars!
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope
DEPT. AN-7CC-El, 9300 WIlshire,
Suite 470, Beverly Hills,CA 902i2. '
EXCITING BOSTON Sports, Night
Life, Excitement! Enjoy the Boston area
for one year as a live-in childcare Nan-
ny. Excellent Salaries, many benefits.
Call 617-794-2035 or write One on One,
10Berkely Lane, Andover, Ma. 01910.
Inquirer-now for spring, fall and sum-
mer placement.
THINKING of. taking some time off
from school? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS. Household duties and
childcare. Live in excitil)gNEW YORK
CITY suburbs, Room, board and salary
included: (203) 622-4959 or (914)
273-1626.
,EARN $480 WEEKLY .....$60 per hun-
dred .cirCUlars mailed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed to perfurm mail
services, Incentive programs available.
Send legal size stamped, self-addressed
envelope to United Service of America,
24307 Magic Mtn. Parkway, Suite 306,
Valencia, Calif., 91355. :
Miscellaneous
ROYAL OPTICAL 10percent discount'
on eyeglasses or contacts-for .BSU
students with J.D.
FREE: Gorgeous tortoise-shell (black
and orange) kitty needs a loving home.
I rescued her from the syringe at the
animal shelter because she is so
beautiful and good-tempered, but I can-
not keep her in my apartment building.
She is well-trained and friendly, Call
345-7759 or 345-8204.
REWARD!! My beautiful WHITE CAT
has been missing since Sept.
29/Thesday, He is all white, except for
by Berke Breathed......-------...,weu.. THOKNHfIMP
(ll(l PRatltI5e ~6fXJt1
f/llT1f EFF0KT5 1lJ
IMPRtJV6 ~/J.ITY
sr THIS sue: ~,!~
I .n;" .
HI RODERICK.
ARE YOU STIll.
MAD ABOUT
WT WEEK?
I
LOST AND FOU ..N_D ~~ .... __ ~~bYDamon Threet
':~ 0" COMEON. YOU"RE ' ': :-::--. __~~,.,
" <,v" THE~ES NOTllINC; IMPOSSIBLE, -
"~'.~ WRONG wrTH
BOISE.
I\'ES I AM
AND 1HATE
IT HE~r.
Money
In 'Your
Pocket
W"ithClassifieds
Phone
345·8204
:UNIVERSITY NEWS
1603'12 University Drive
(Across from the SUB)
WHAT
THE OON'r
HElL? ASK,
I
ONE POTATOE,
TWOPOTATOE,
THREE POTATOE,
FOU~ .. ,
342-6760
Lynchie or Kim
B02Wes.t Bannock, Suite 103
.'
a few faded gray SP.Otson top of his
head ..He is male, 9 months old, short
but stocky. Yellow eyes and shorthair;
CASPAR is an extremely friendly and
loving cat. His family misses him very
much, including his much adored mate.
If you have any information regarding
Caspar's whereabouts,PLEASE con-
tact Kimber at 345-7759 or 345-8204.
Caspar lives at 905 W. Franklin, Apt.
M.
WHOMEVER RETURNED Caspar's
I,D. tag and reflector to-my front porch,
PLEASE contact me and let me know
where you found them, and if you saw
my cat or his leopardskin collar. Call
. ."
345-7759 or 345-8204. Caspar lives at .
905 W. Franklin, Apt. M.
Personals'
SALLY: I think I'll use the pill; but
there're so many choices, I can't decide.
Karen
KAREN: The Pill willwork,but what
about disease protection? Planned
Parenthood can help you decide what's
best. Sally "
ACROSS 41 Peer Gynt's
mother
42 Woody plant
43 Pekoe, e.g.
44 Matured
45 Indian mulberry
47 Heroic event
49 Pen lor cattle
53 Comely
57 Tint
58 Pretentious
rural residence
60 Be in debt
61 Anger
62 Foreign
63 Vessel
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Guido's high
note
3 Armed conllict
4 Pintail duck
5 Pre-eminent
6 TeutoniC deity
THE
WEEKLY
CROSSWORD
.PUZZLE
16 Female sheep
18 Stalk of grain
20 Male sheep
22 Pamphlet
23 Moving part of
motor
24 Guido's low
note
26 Fruit
28 Italy: abbr.
29 Plague
30 Ancient chariot
32 Female deer
33 Bow
35 Besmirch
39 First person
-+-+-+--1 40 ~~V~t~~~d
41 Symbol for
sliver
44 High card
46 Volcanic
emanation
48 Country of Asia
49 Greek letter
50 Possessive
pronoun
51 Female rutl
52 Girl's nickname
54 Cover
55 Couple
56 Still
59 Roman 51
7 Succor
8 Retain
9 Simian
10 TiUe 01 respect
11 Fondle'
1 Church bench
4 Talk
- 9 Viper
12 A state: abbr.
13 Girl's name
14 Baker's product
. 15 Calling .
17 Sandy waste
19 Have on one's
person
21 Liquid measure:
abbr.
22 Exact
2!i Chart
27 Ceremony
31 Decay
32 Rules
34 Near
35 Old French coin
36 At present
37 Ancient Roman
weight
38 Praised
Answer
to last
week's
SPAR 0 I P TOAD
TIRE ERR IDLE
ANET LEO LEON
RESIOE BASSET
RO SAGE
ACHE TABULATE
SHE TABLE woo
PINNACLE PEON
ERIE TO
GADGET RELATE
AL~A USE !OOL
BEAT RES TALK
SERE NET ERAS
-t-t-t a....."'r1u ... ", . ,-, .,·,,-_··-z
7103 Overland Park
"TC8Y:can maIce your Wmter
Waimern. with one of our' .~-., .
~y ~.tlSting ~~ ~ts,c.'; ". .' .~.;:;;.':' ..'aU made with our distincnve w ;4t'l:\i.i' '." .I
frozen yogurt, which is 96%
fat.free with aIInoot half the --.
calories of prerDium ice cream.
"TCJY: Wmter. Warmerse~
specialty treats featuring /p
our delicious, hot, . . ,/~or.'
tl>IJllinIrfuclge, -/
caramel, cherry .
. andapple.
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ESSAys··••aREPORTS·
18,278 to .chooie.from --alllUbjeCts
(lrda'CalaIogTociloyWiItl .VlUlMC .arCOD
. 1IiIIliIDllrlI.' 800.351-0222
...... 'InCIUI.I21314n.a226
0r, rush $2.QOIo; I'"IYB .. ~l!portB .
11322 ~ Ave, I2Q&SN, los AngeIes,CA 90025
Custom research also avaJlable-alilevols
Ad..l.rtycaaniolri~'rId" no.·ptcn..••..•·.Ie.·...· ..Clean. La.'nJ'bifore..· '...... ...I8aVe. . . . . ..' .
i.' .. ,P ... ,:.:~.,
·'Giveanoot.
Don't pollute.
CONDOMS BY M~ltORDER.
GuardagalrysLAIOS. Top
'quality Gem1a'n made~.FDA
.approved. 1·daZ$S; 3 doz$20
Mail to Pro.:rech P.O. Box 13376
Denver, CO 80201
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